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WING STAND
This wing stand is ideal for aircraft 
homebuilders or restorers needing 
to safely store and protect aircraft 
wings during the project. It accom-
modates virtually all shapes and 
sizes of wings and is available at a 
very economical price.  We ship this 
wing stand direct to you from the 
factory (freight collect). Dims: 72”l 
x 44”h x 36”w. Assembly req. Each 
stand holds 2 wings. 
 P/N 12-21390/ea

TENNSMITH HAND BRAKE AND STAND
Versatile, economical hand brake 
designed for straight forming of mild 
steel in thicknesses of 22 gauge 
& lighter. Made in the U.S.A by 
Tennsmith. Bends material up 
to 48” wide. Wts: brake: 280 lbs. 
Optional stand: 95 lbs. Ideal for 
bending materials used in light air-
craft construction. Shipped direct to 
you from factory in Tennessee.
Model S48-22 hand brake
P/N 12-20700
Optional Stand
P/N 12-20705

UNIVERSAL HAND BRAKE & STAND
Tennsmith’s heavy duty universal 
hand brake is a great tool for a 
wide range of sheet metal binding 
and forming operations in 12 gauge 
and lighter mild steel. The brake 
is ideal for both box and pan and 
straight bending in hold and cold 
rolled plate, stainless steel, alumi-
num, and heavy plastic. Welded 
steel plate construction for strength 

and rigidity. Bends material up to 48” wide Wts: brake: 1330 lbs. 
Optional stand: 95 lbs. Shipped truck collect direct to you from factory 
in Tennessee.
Model HBU48-12 Hand Brake .....................P/N 12-20710
Optional Stand .............................................P/N 12-20705

TENNSMITH FOOT SQUARING SHEAR
Tennsmith squar ing shears offer 
precision shear ing and rugged con-
struc tion. These shears feature 
traction, ground alloy tool steel 
blades to prevent material move-
ment during shearing. Will shear 
material up to 16 gauge mild steel 
and up to 20 gauge stainless steel. 
Both blades are ad just able and 
back gauge gives highly accurate 
read ings. Wts: Model 36: 700 lbs. 

Model 53: 950 lbs. Shipped truck collect to you direct from factory in 
Tennessee.
Model 36 Shear (Max. Cut ting Width 37”)...P/N 12-20715 Model 52 
(Max. Cutting Width 52”) .............................P/N 12-20720 

TENNSMITH -These products are shipped truck, priced F.O.B. 
McMinnville,TN. Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery

TOOLS

SLIDE HAMMER

Blue vinyl hand grip over steel handle reduces sting on technicians 
hands and provides 100% grip. 3 lb. slide weight is mounted on 1/2” 
plated steel shaft. Broached hex in nose cone locks pulling screw in 
place...ends breakage. Supplied with two hardened pulling screws and 
“L” puller hook fabricated of aircraft quality steel. Nose cone and shaft 
threads are 1/2” - 20....................................P/N 15-08252

MACHINIST HOOK SCRIBE

 Machinist Hook Scribe New. 2-point scriber has hardened, ground steel 
points. Features a straight point and a 90 degree point. Length: 9”.
 P/N 12-02896

PIG TAIL HOOK SCRIBE

Both the 45 degree and pig tail points of the scribe are made of hard-
ened, ground steel. Both ends of the tool unscrew from the body.
  P/N 12-02897

WOOD HANDLE TOOTHBRUSH STYLE 
CLEANING BRUSH

Three rows of bristles by seven, your choice of materials, with 
bent wood handle approx 7 3/4 inches long. An especially 
polular welders tool, but very suitable for a variety of clean-
ing applications. Use stainless steel for maximum abrasive 
action, brass for less scratching. SW version stainless bristles 
are wire laced for positive retention.
 P/N 04-02647

CLEANING TUBE BRUSH
3/16 X 6.25 INCHES

Tube brushes (also known as cylinder brushes) are filled with 
Dupont Tynex nylon and have excellent wear resistance. 
Although more susceptible to strong solvents than bristle 
filled brushes, nylon is stiffer, wears longer and cleans easier. 
This cylinder brush is perfect for manually cleaning internal 
surfaces such as tubes or threaded holes. Handle is made of 
twisted steel wire. P/N 09-04587

  SEAT TRACK CLEANER
Maintaining adjustable cockpit seats, or 
passenger seating secured in notched 
tracks, requires removing the dirt and grit 
that have become embedded in the tracks. 
Rex-Cut Products has developed a thin-pro-

file mounted wheel specially designed to accomplish this job efficiently 
and safely. The seat track cleaners are manufactured using layers of 
reinforced nonwoven cotton fiber and abrasive grain which are bonded 
into discs. When mounted on a die grinder they are able to fit inside the 
seat tracks. Designed for cleaning all the interior surfaces of the track 
without having to change discs, one disc will remove caked on sludge, 
dirt and grit while removing minor burrs and rough edges. The seat 
track cleaners are non-loading on aluminum and leave superior surface 
finishes. Available in 54 and 80 grits in aluminum oxide grain mounted 
on a 1/4 x 1/2” shank.
54 Grit Seat Track Cleaner .........................P/N 12-00955
80 Grit Seat Track Cleaner .........................P/N 12-00952

AN BOLT LENGTH GAUGE SET 
Effortless Bolt Sizing: Our AN Bolt Length 
Gauge simplifies the process of identifying 
AN bolt lengths, making it a breeze for both 
professionals and hobbyists. Say goodbye 
to tedious measuring with calipers or rulers.
Wide Range of Bolt Sizes: This versatile 
tool covers a broad spectrum of bolt sizes, 
from 3 to 50, ensuring you have the perfect 
solution for any project. No more second-
guessing or wasting time searching for the 
right bolt length. Precision and Accuracy: 

Engineered for accuracy, our gauge guarantees precise measurements 
every time. You can trust the results it provides, reducing errors and 
improving the quality of your work ...............P/N 12-06312
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